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**Rationale** Based on years of feedback from students, we believe this course should ideally be taken before GIS 3043 FOUND GEOG INFO SYS as it serves as a good introduction to ArcGIS and map design.

Mapping geographic data is often the first and last step of any geospatial analysis. This course teaches sophisticated mapping techniques for data visualization purposes, while GIS3043 focuses on the analytic methods for spatial data.

The word 'Spatial' in the title emphasizes the geospatial nature of this class, which is missing in the previous title. Using the gerund "Mapping" denotes active construction of maps, not a map appreciation or interpretation course. 'Thematic' indicate that students will learn skills for visualizing differences or change over space & time for thematic data, rather than showing features on general reference maps, like rivers, cities, political subdivisions and highways.

Additionally, this course counts as one of the potential requirements for our Geospatial Information Analysis certificate, and enrollments will benefit from a name with more gravitas.

We made this course less rigorous and having lower work load than GIS3043:

1) GIS3043 has 4 quizzes and a midterm exam, while this class only has one final exam.
2) GIS3043 has 2 credit hours for the lab section (in addition to a 2 hours' lecture section), which means students need to complete 2 lab assignments per week. In this class, students only do one lab per week, thus less work load.
In February 2017, the CCC asked following issue to be addressed:

1. **It appears that you feel that this course should be a prerequisite to GIS 3043, but this is not specified.**

   No. We only have capability to offer occasionally, whereas GIS3043 is offered fall, spring, and summer. Also, we do not have this course developed for UFO, and that would be problematic for them (and us to develop).

2. **If you propose to change the level from 4000 to 3000, you will have to show how you have made the course less rigorous and lowered the work-load.**

   1) GIS3043 has 4 quizzes and a midterm exam, while this class now only has one final exam.
   2) GIS3043 has 2 credit hours for the lab section (in addition to a 2 hours’ lecture section), which means students need to complete 2 lab assignments per week. In this class, students only do one lab per week, thus less work load.

3. **Does the level of GIS 3043 need to be changed instead?**

   Not now. Many other quality geography programs have a mapping course at the same level as the intro level GIS course, not a higher level course. GIS 3043 is still an introductory level course for geographic information systems. We already have a range of GIS4000 courses for the intermediate and advanced levels. We want to show students a clear course sequence.

4. **Overall, the rational should provide more detail.**

   Based on years of feedback from students, we believe this course should ideally be taken before GIS 3043 FOUND GEOG INFO SYS as it serves as a good introduction to ArcGIS and map design.

   Mapping geographic data is often the first and last step of any geospatial analysis. This course teaches sophisticated mapping techniques for data visualization purposes, while GIS3043 focuses on the analytic methods for spatial data.

   The word ‘Spatial’ in the course title emphasizes the geospatial nature of this class, which is missing in the previous title. Using the gerund "Mapping" denotes active construction of maps, not a map appreciation or interpretation course. ‘Thematic’ indicate that students will learn skills for visualizing differences or change over space & time for thematic data, rather than showing features on general reference maps, like rivers, cities, political subdivisions and highways.

   Additionally, this course counts as one of the potential requirements for our Geospatial Information Analysis certificate, and enrollments will benefit from a name with more gravitas.